PLANTAGENET
in full activity and all its main lines established. The Curia also,
in its capacity of private council, looked after the executive work
of the state. We still keep the names of these three divisions,
the Exchequer, the King's Bench, and the (Privy) Council,
though they mean, of course, to-day something quite different
from what they meant then.
One important development must be noted on the judicial
side. The court had hitherto sent out its officials to judge
occasional cases distant from the capital; these emissaries were
now working on a regular system; the characteristic English
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institution of judges following 'circuits' and working 'in eyre*
(which meansc on travel'), with a system of * assizes' (the French
for 'sittings'), was established.
Side by side with this went the growth of the jury. The jury
—that is, a batch of men sworn to give true testimony—we have
seen already at work in elementary forms. It was an institution
of French origin brought in by the Conqueror and used in the
Domesday survey and later in other capacities. You now get
under Henry II the group of local gentry, men of position, who
are sworn to 'present'—that is, to discover and bring forward—
men presumably guilty of crimes.. From this comes the grand
jury, which has now for long been obsolescent and is to-day
actually obsolete. But what we call the common jury—the
working jury with which we are all acquainted—was a later
development. When evidence is doubtful the jury to-day has
to decide upon the question of fact—whether this or that were
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